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Welcome to another issue of ‘Reading Rockets’; a newsletter created by the Reading Ambassadors
with news about their projects and your library.

The New Reading Ambassadors
We are the amazing Reading Ambassadors and our job is to make displays for
the school. We all like to read books! Everyone shares ideas with each other.
In our library we have amazing books of all sorts and all kinds. If you would like
to find out more, read on.
By Jessica, Kara & Jessica

How many books are in our library?

Matt Haig Author Visit

We found out that we have more than 5,000 books in our
library. Sadly some of them have never been borrowed, so
we decided to highlight our Ambassadors Choice!

Last December, Years 4, 5 and 6 had
a lovely trip to Wildern School to see
the author Matt Haig. After a long
walk we got there and Callum in Year
6 dressed up as an elf, sang jingle
bells and answered a Christmassy
quiz.
By Anahita

KS1 Author Display – Winnie & Wilbur
We created this awesome display by looking at some
Winnie pictures and then drawing them off by heart. It took
us a few weeks to do it, but the result was worth it!
For example: Year 6’s drew the castle outline, and then we
got to cut it out. Then we coloured it in and stuck cotton on
the roof.
By Benjamin, Katie & Grace

Book Review
Pet Poems is a nice poem
book with lots of fun
pictures and is very funny!
It has over 120 poems,
some short, some long but
all of them funny. It
includes lots of imagination
and makes you think
different, wonderful
thoughts. By Charlotte
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She wrote her first book by the age
of 28, but also designed board
games before becoming a writer!

New Books in your Library
The new book I like is
‘Strike a Pose, Daizy Star’
by Cathy Cassidy.
By Kayleigh

We have amazing new books
in our lovely library. I chose
‘Code-it Cody’.
By Braydon

